Year R Homework Grid - Spring

Maths
Wider World


To help an adult recycle their rubbish.



To collect as many different coins as



and weigh out the ingredients.


work out what one more is. Collect

colours, shapes and sizes.

another object and see if you were

To walk to your local post office and
post a letter.

Collect some pebbles or leaves from
outside. Once you have 7 stop and

you can and compare their values,


To bake some cakes with an adult

right.



PE


To make up a dance routine with three
different dance moves.



To play catch with a friend or family
member.



To visit a swimming pool.

Trip to the bowling alley and discuss
how many pins you’ve knocked
down.

Arts


To draw a picture of someone in the
community that helps us.



Literacy


containing the sound ‘y’. E.g. yig,

Talk to the people in your family and

you?



To play charades with your family.
Adults can give children two

mean to the aliens?




Topic


would like to be when you’re older.



If you were a pilot where would fly
to?

To write a sentence about something
you’re good at.



technology you use at home.
(Computer, Ipad, remote control car)



Be friendly and polite to people
around you. What might you say to
them?

E.g. The dog put on his hat.

Me

To discuss with a family member

Take photos or discuss what

hanging the wet clothes.

unclear.)

adult to guess.



Help an adult to do the washing or

(Parents to scribe underneath if

have to act as that character for the

what jobs there are and what you



Write a silly sentence that makes
sense!

Help an adult to carry their shopping
bags.

To find as many different words as
you can that rhyme with fox.

characters to choose from and they





yaf, biy. What might the alien words

find out everyone’s favourite colour.
Can you find these colours around

Citizenship

To make up and write 3 alien words



Take a photograph of something your
family likes to do together.

Put various items in the bath. Do you
they float or do they sink?



Suck a lemon. What was it like? Use
your senses to describe it.

Bring in a recipe of something your
family like to eat.



Science

It tasted... It smelt... It felt... etc.



Draw a picture of someone dressed
for winter. Label the clothes they are
wearing to keep them dry.

